
INDOOR AND OUTDOOR THERMOMETER 

MANUAL 

一： Function: 
1 Date/time, week/second display function, 12/24 hours system switch. 

2 Alarm clocks 

3 ℃ and ℉ temperature switch function 

4 MAX & MIN Temperature and Humidity memory function 

5 Temperature measuring range: Indoor: 0℃- 50℃(32℉-120℉) Outdoor: 

－20℃-50℃(4℉-120℉) 

6 Temperature resolution: 0.1℃/℉, Temperature accuracy :±1.0℃/℉ 

7 Frost alarm function 

二： Function setting 
1. MODE: Time/date alarm switch, press MODE key for 3 seconds, and 

setting time. 

2. ALM: Press ALM key for 2 seconds to display the alarm clock time. 
3. ADJ: Setting time; Swift second/week displaying on the interface of 

time, open/close alarm clock on the interface of clock. 

4. ℃/℉:  ℃/ ℉ temperature Switch; On the interface of time, press 

for 2 seconds to open outdoor frost alarm. 

5. MEMO: MAX and MIN temperature indication, press for 2 seconds to clear 
MAX and MIN records. 

三：Operation 
The first displaying when fixes on battery. Time: PM 12:00 on Jan, 1st, 

2004. Alarm clock: AM 12:00, the alarm clock closed, the temperature is 

Celsius. 

1. Calendar Function 

A. Date setting: 

Press MODE for 2 seconds and enter into time setting mode, (12/24 
hours system start gleaming), ADJ is the adjust key. Press MODE 
key to swift 12/24 hours system, second, hour, minute, year, month, 

and date, ADJ key can adjust them. Week can be adjusted automatic. 
When setting ADJ, it will exit setting interface if don't touch any 
key for 1 minute. 

B. Time/date swift displaying. 

      Press MODE key to swift date/time displaying on the basis of normal 
clock indication. 

C. Week/second swift displaying. 

      Press ADJ key to swift week/second displaying on the basis of normal 
clock indication. 

2. Alarm clock function. 

A. Alarm clock setting 

      Press ALM key for 2 seconds and enter into setting mode(the clock 
start gleaming),Press ADJ key to adjust clock, then press ALM key 
to switch, press ADJ to adjust minute, press ALM key twice for 
confirmation to return to time node. 

C. On the alarm clock mode, it will return to time mode for don't touch 

any key for 8 seconds. 

D. The alarm clock can be lasting for 30 seconds; the alarm clock mark 

can be gleaming when it is ringing. 

3. MAX/MIN temperature memory function. 

A. MAX/MIN temperature displaying. 

     Press MEMO key to swift displaying: MAX-MIN-Current temperature. 
B. MAX/MIN temperature memory clearance. 

     On the MAX or MIN displaying mode, Press MEMO key for 2 seconds to 
clear all the MAX and MIN temperature displaying, return to the 

current temperature displaying. 

4. Frost alarm function 

A. On the interface of time displaying, Press ℃ and ℉ key to open/close 

outdoor frost alarm; Frost alarm mark displaying. 

B. When Frost alarm function is opened, and the outdoor temperature is

－1℃-4℃, it then alarms for 30 seconds, the alarm mark also gleam. 

It can be used in family, office and non-corrodible places.  


